Catalytic efficiency and phenotype of HIV-1 proteases encoding single critical resistance substitutions.
We have shown that a bacteriophage lambda genetic screen system may be useful in predicting the activity and phenotype of HIV-1 protease in the course of viral infection and antiretroviral therapy. This simple and rapid genetic screening system has been used here to characterize HIV-1 proteases encoding single primary resistance substitutions. Except for proteases with amino acid changes at positions 46 and 84, proteases containing single-resistance substitutions displayed a lower catalytic efficiency than the WT enzyme. Single mutants could be identified by their efficiency, demonstrating that modest differences in protease activity can be monitored with this simple assay. Overall, drug susceptibility could be reduced by introduction of single mutations. However, high-level protease inhibitor (PI) resistance was only achieved by multiple mutated proteases. The small but reproducible increase in resistance displayed by single mutants also demonstrated the ability of this genetic screen system for detecting minor reductions in drug susceptibility. These results show that the bacteriophage lambda genetic screen system used here is a useful tool in the analysis of specific contribution of mutations in the HIV protease-coding region or in specific cleavage sites that affect the process of PI resistance.